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Conundrum

1. At this point, the educational benefits of
active learning are about as well-researched
as the health risks of smoking cigarettes. I
really need to incorporate active learning
into my class.

2. I have chronically poor organizational skills
and short-term memory. “Wait, was this
class prep? Or an in-class activity? Or a
homework? Which column do I put the grade
in?”
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My short-term memory was about to get far worse

“Where did I leave my toothbrush?”
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Solution

I needed just one type of learning object for my
Differential Equations/Linear Algebra course
that could serve every purpose: class prep,
in-class activity, homework, references, etc.

“Why not just have everything in Overleaf
documents? I can’t lose those.”

Overleaf is a free cloud-based shared editing
platform for LATEX documents.
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Cut the Course into Eight Parts

1. Solving first-order DEs (separation of variables,
integrating factors, substitution methods, and power
series)

2. Existence and Uniqueness Theorem for Solultions to
Initial Value Problems

3. Higher order linear DEs and the methods of
characteristic polynomial/undetermined coefficients

4. Proof by Induction
5. Laplace Transforms
6. Vector Spaces, Bases, and Determinants
7. Linear Transformations and Eigenstuff
8. Solving Linear Systems of DEs and Nonlinear
Approximation via Jacobians
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Write One Overleaf Project per Part

Each of the eight Overleaf projects contains the following:

• Notes on the topic (definitions, statements of
theorems, some motivating prose)

• Fully solved Examples, worked out by me
• Exercises for the students with empty solution boxes
• Comment boxes under all Examples and Exercises
• A section linking to recommended Resources: other
notes, texts, videos, MIT OpenCourseware, etc
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Inside an Overleaf Project: Definitions and Theorems
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Inside an Overleaf Project: Notes
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Inside an Overleaf Project: Worked Out Examples…
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Inside an Overleaf Project: …with comment boxes!
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Inside an Overleaf Project: Exercises
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Inside an Overleaf Project: Resources
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Course Structure

I tell the students that they want to read the
entire project and work all problems (just on
paper) to be prepared for the tests. Together, in
the Overleaf document, we are building the
answer key to the project.
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What happens in each project

• Initial Draft. Each student must draft a solution to 1
problem. It is fine if they get stuck! They can write
partial progress.

• Peer Review. Each student writes a peer review for
another student draft. They are also welcome to
comment or ask questions more informally on any
other problems.

• Instructor Review. I go in and leave feedback after
the peer reviews finish.

• Revise and Complete. The students are responsible
for responding to the feedback and incorporating it
as appropriate.
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LATEX Quick Start Guide

Because the course involves so much writing in
LATEX, I do have one assignment outside of the
eight projects: a LATEX Quick Start Guide that also
establishes a set of writing style guidelines for
our course.
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Student Work
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Student Work
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Student Work
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Results: How did it affect me?

• I can leave far far better feedback in far less
time than paper/pen ever could.
• No more wasting time decoding student
handwriting.
• Less stacks of diseased homeworks brought
home, where my child lives.
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Results: How did it affect the students?

• They don’t have to read my handwriting anymore!
• Benefits of active learning are now present even in
their homework!

• They leave the course knowing how to create a
well-written technical document, not only using LATEX
but also style, grammar, etc. Easiest way ever to learn
LATEX or get into programming for the first time.

• Zero-cost course materials. (18% of our students are
or have been homeless) OER isn’t limited to the idea
of a free textbook.
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Results: Student Testimonials

At least anecdotally, it has been a huge success
across a very diverse group of students.
“I just wanted to reach out again to thank you for all of
your help in my academic journey. I’m now tutoring
Diffeq/Linear algebra for CU Denver and it’s been great! If
someone had told me that in a year from when I took it I
would be tutoring this class I wouldn’t have ever believed
them lol. ” -19 year old college student who came into
the course with math anxiety
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Results: Student Testimonials

“I’m writing simply to thank you again for
getting me started on Overleaf. I’m now starting
to use rmarkdown, with is written directly in
RStudio, and leverages LaTeX syntax for math
(note below printscreen). There is no preview as
with Overleaf though, so had I not used it so
much to date, I guarantee this would be brutal.”
- Mid 40s woman working in Business Analytics
at Spectra Logic, Pursuing Colorado State
University’s Master’s of Applied Stats
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Results: Student Testimonials

“I’m now at CU Boulder pursuing a Physics
major and, largely because of you, an Applied
Math minor (maybe double major)…The idea of
teaching myself LaTex now with my course load
is terrifying, and the way we learned LaTex in
your class was so natural yet I had no idea how
grateful I would be that you incorporated it into
our class.” -Late 20s, tough chef-y dude
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Ok hippie community college prof, enough thoughts and feel-
ings. Get a haircut..

What has it done to pass rates?

• Traditional textbook/homeworks differential
equations, FA16 - FA18. Pass rate: 70.1%
• Post-Overleaf Rebuild, FA19 and SP19. Pass
rate: 70.5%
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Sharing and Thanks!

All materials mentioned in this talk (the eight
projects plus the LATEX Quick Start Guide) are
available from the author upon request:
kenneth.monks@frontrange.edu.
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